
Wet below,wet above: The cold, grey North Sea 
Lossiemouth to Bridlington 
6th to 12th May 2007 
 
It had to end.  Sod’s law said it would.  We had hardly seen a cloud and certainly 
no rain in the preceding 2 months. That’s never a good run up to a trip…   
 
Van, Taronga, gear, supplies and crew arrived safely back in Lossiemouth just 
over 11 months from our last visit.  In the fading light of possibly the last perfect 
evening of the British summer we slipped our small but now heavy dinghy into 
the inner harbour and then returned for a fitful sleep in the van.  We would 
probably have felt less seasick had we slept afloat as the van’s motion steadily 
increased with the wind and by morning a full westerly gale was blowing.  Maybe 
it was simply tiredness, or our age, (who’s combined total had recently topped 
100) but it was almost a relief not to have to set off at the crack of dawn.  We 
pottered around the boat, tinkering with the odd thing, with excited anticipation for 
the coming week.  In the afternoon we explored some of the delightful villages 
and harbours to the east but by early evening were getting restless and with the 
wind having dropped a fair bit, we gingerly paddled out of the sheltered harbour 
into the dusk, set a small jib and enjoyed a 9 mile surf across the bay to Buckie. 
Taronga was alive again! 

Evening Romp to Buckie from Lossiemouth 

 



The wind had settled to a fairly constant 20 kts during the night and the sun 
made one of its rare appearances for us.  A tricky beat in fluky winds got us clear 
of the harbour entrance and then a dead run had us eating up the miles towards 
Fraserburgh.  It was a cracking sail with a brief visit from a solitary bottlenosed 
dolphin but we ‘only’ managed 30 miles before the wind began to drop.  The 
spinnaker came up when we felt it safe to do so but abeam of Fraserburgh we 
were becalmed.   

Tony off watch, wallowing off Fraserburgh 

 
 
Having drifted for a while with a small tide under us we used the motor to see us 
around Kinnard Head into some light and fluky winds. A few miles on we briefly 
touched the plate on a well charted and marked long reef extending offshore 
from Cairnbulg Point, on the far end of which a large steel trawler sat perched at 
a crazy angle.  With some now incredibly vivid double rainbows between heavy 
downpours the scene made for some interesting pictures. 



The wreck off Cairnbulg point, south of Fraserburgh 

 
 



The rest of the day continued in much the same vein with the crew becoming 
increasingly cold, damp, tired and frustrated by the constantly shifting light winds.  
We took alternate naps struggling to squeeze down under the centre thwart in all 
our clothing (or is it the increasing middle aged spread?)  until finally, only 3 
hours late in our planning (if we ever do have a plan) we were somewhere off the 
large sand dune system surrounding the entrance to the shallow River Ythan.  It 
was a hard entrance to spot, made all the more difficult by a seemingly unbroken 
line of breaking waves coming from a small NE swell.  We got the wrong line in 
the end, only obvious once inside the surf looking back out to sea, and then had 
to punch upstream into a 4 knt ebb tide to find some decent shelter. A good run 
in for my new Suzuki engine!   
 

 
 
We past, ever so slowly, dozens of grey seals lying on the surrounding 
sandbanks and finally picked up an old mooring buoy in 6 inches of water by the 
village of Newburgh. Minutes later, all was mud and the noise of thousands of 
eider ducks.  Another first days sailing of the year with 58 nm covered over 14 
hours.  The noisy night from the ducks felt all too short. 
 



A promising morning quickly turned menacing with wall to wall greyness relieved 
only by lower and often much blacker clouds coming off the land in a WNW 5.  
The squalls came and went and by the end of the day we  were quite proficient at 
getting the timing and number of additional reefs right, depending on the look and 
track of each cloud.  The rain was fairly continuous.  One memorable squall 
came through with Taronga up on the plane with three reefs in and a small jib as 
rain as heavy as we’d ever seen flatened the lively sea around us.  You hang on 
in there, totally exhilarated but knowing that one is at the limit of control, 
apprehensive of what might come next.  Then it is past, a reef or two is shaken 
out and Taronga settles back down content now to go slower than the waves 
whilst the crew, still high on adrenaline, almost look forward to the next one!  This 
continued for nearly 10 hours with the Aberdeenshire coast now a low smudge 
on the horizon.   

Heavy rain and wind squalls off the Aberdeenshire coast 

 
 
Bell Rock buoy was approaching and the wind was dropping fast as forecast and 
I did not want to be where we were.  It’s not bad, but after 1500 miles together, 
this was our first day of disagreement.  It all came down to an interpretation of 
the forecast or each choosing to believe in conflicting information.  With the wind 
due to back 90 degrees and drop Tony wanted to get in as much east as we 
could during the day so as to be able to maximise our apparent wind after the 
shift as we closed the land at the end of the day.   



I felt it crazy to put ourselves nearly 15 miles offshore, wind shifts apart, and 
suspected that the wind would probably die off altogether.  I didn’t have the 
energy to argue and one mile beyond Bell Rock we were wallowing in the cold 
damp evening; sails limp. Three hours later at 2230 hours we motored into the 
delightful Crail harbour on the north side of the Firth of Forth, settled at a steep 
angle on the mud bottom, got filthy sliding her off to more level ground and 
dropped peacefully off for a six hour sleep, friends again, and despite the 
motoring, well satisfied after a brilliant run of 66nm.   
 
The Crail fishermen had us up early again into a fine morning with a good 
westerly breeze.  We past the Isle of May in good time before the wind began 
messing around.  The sun had long gone behind a wet and grey curtain and it 
was only the large clouds coming through that gave us any reasonable wind.  I 
managed to annoy Tony by holding out against the motor until after St. Abbs 
Head which then took us to just past Eyemouth in some pretty lumpy water.  
Hours of rain were beginning to get to us and the North sea was beginning to feel 
every bit as cold and miserable as us prejudiced southern and westerners had 
supposed it to be.   
 
A wind on the nose picked up off Eyemouth and we opted to beat on to Berwick 
upon Tweed.  Strangely a large NE swell was also building fast and breaking 
massively and noisily along the inhospitable shore.  The spray off the waves was 
obscuring the coastline in a dense haze and we had to keep reminding ourselves 
that we were only in 12 kts of wind!  We wrongly assumed that the channel into 
Berwick would follow close by the long breakwater and as we approached two 
large swells in front of us reared up steeply and broke dangerously.  We hung off 
for a while observing the pattern before committing ourselves and boat.  Once 
inside the lee of the wall another set repeated their destructive ways.  We had 
been lucky and it was again only by looking back from further in that we could 
see that the channel had shifted considerably to the south and was still 
unmarked.  A nasty one for visiting boats as indeed it was in finding any decent 
mooring places up river and eventually we opted for a sordid little recess in the 
river wall alongside some rotting fishing boats on the north side.  Neither of us 
felt liked stepping ashore to England. 
 
Finally a lie in (or a failure to wake) and it was only by 1300 hours with two reefs 
that we exited the Tweed on a forecast W5-7.  Nasty big black clouds swept over 
us but for some reason there was no wind increase associated with them.  One 
cloud was large enough to produce two claps of thunder and with some 
apprehension I prepared an old shroud as a lightening conducter as the threat 
luckily slipped astern of us.  The big wind never materialised and we could have 
done with more as we past outside Holy Island and inside the Farne Islands (how 
a flaggon of their Mead would’ve revived our cold and rain-soaked bodies). It is 
an interesting bit of coastline to sail down with the dramatic Northumberland 
Castles as a spectacular back drop. 
 



Fifteen nautical miles short of Amble the wind gave up completely to torrential 
rain and we motored the last 3 hours (out of 8) into a marina berth for the night.  
At least we could stretch our legs on the pontoon but any access to dry land was 
barred by a high fence and well locked gate.  The wind and rain returned with a 
vengeance in the night, together with the clanging of dozens of nearby halyards 
and it made for a bad sleep.   
 
We beat back out onto an NE4 and another grey and cold morning bearing away 
inside Coquet Island but keeping just offshore from a line of breaking swells. We 
came across a most comic sight of 3 rod fishermen drifting nearly a mile from 
land in a small open boat.  We raised mutual hats, grins all around.  No doubt 
they were finding our presence just as curious.   
 
For interest we sailed in close under 2 wind turbines off Blythe and were 
impressed by their size.  Newcastle and Sunderland past and as Tony ‘went 
below’ for a long afternoon nap, Taronga and I carried on south with the 
occasional help of the engine as the wind gradually eased before picking up 
again from the SE.  We tacked the last 5nm to Hartlepool in a rapidly rising wind 
with a nasty lumpy sea made worse by the reflections off the long sea wall.  The 
reefs went in and so did plenty of water and it was with some relief when we 
were inside the final section of breaking water off the wall end and tied up in the 
most ancient of marinas in the fishermen’s harbour.  Again we were thwarted 
from landing properly by a prison camp style fence and gate but our attempts to 
fill up our petrol container were solved by two local lads who kindly offered to 
help us.  As they drove away with our money and container leaving us inside (or 
outside, depending on which way you look at it) we wondered if we would ever 
see them again.  We were embarassed to have had such thoughts when they 
duly returned but any conversation between us was rather strained.  I’m sure it 
was mutual but we could only grasp the odd word of what they said. All British, 
yet almost worlds apart.  The first rain of the day caught us just before the tent 
came up and the day’s verdict was: good sailing shame about the coastline! 
 
With a dawn start and a WSW4/5 we quickly left behind the industrial skyline 
along the River Tees and carrying full sail were off Whitby in 4 hrs where we saw 
the only other sails of the week. It was rapidly becoming the best weather of the 
trip – it’s amasing what the sun can do for one’s spirits (and over confidence). 
With a strengthening wind off the high land conditions became gusty. We should 
have put in more than the two reefs but the speed was exhilarating. Hungry work 
and just as I planned to leave the windward edge to raid a bar of dark chocolate 
from the tool box that we use as our day food store, a large downdraught caught 
us and even with all sheets freed off continued to push us over. It turned into the 
perfect capsize; we both managed to find a tiny edge of the raised plate, and 
both ended up dry. It was the sight of the tool box drifting slowly away that really 
sickened me! Our chocolate!. Thankfully with an offshore wind we had no sea to 
contend with as we bailed out but it was sobering to see just how low Taronga 
sat in the water, centreplate slot well awash and gunwhales not much above sea 



level. The continuing gusts made staying upright unpredictable but as the 
frightened man with the bucket sweated furiously and our speed picked up we 
had chocolate on our minds again. We had to find the grey box in the big grey 
sea! 20 minutes into a rough grid search we, amasingly, had the thing in our 
sights and 5 minutes later with now much reduced sail area had our stomachs 
satisfied. It still mystifies me, though, why Stanley don’t include as standard, an 
inflatable danbuoy and possibly a pop up strobe for the occaisional night time 
misadventure on their range of toolboxes! 
We moved further offshore into a more constant wind and timed our arrival off 
Flamborough Head perfectly for slack tide. Sadly though, it was the wrong slack 
and for the next 6 miles to Bridlington we were pushing into a surprisingly strong 
head tide. The headland marked a remarkable turning point for the wind and 
weather. The sun disappeared  and the wind died. Of course it began to rain too 
and with it the odd windy squalls coming from nothing to 3 reefs in an instant. It 
was a frustrating end to the day and our destination was a long time coming. 
Finally Tony pursuaded me to use the engine (which thankfully being on the 
windward side had avoided a dunking earlier on ) for the last 15 minutes into 
harbour where the harbour master settled us quickly into a stinking mud berth 
alongside an ancient dredger. There were some antics to get ashore and the fish 
and chips in town were hardly worth the effort but it was though, the first time of 
the circumnavigation that either of us had truly stepped ashore in England since 
landing on Lundy Island 3 years previously! 
Then the awful sting in the tail as the scale of the van recovery dawned on us, 
but with an expensive train and a sleepless night driving, Tony had us and boat 
safely back in North Wales barely 30 hours after heading out of Bridlington. My 
long suffering wife is always dismayed to welcome me home so totally knackered 
from the ‘holiday’ but as usual we were well satisfied with the 315nm covered 
over the  five and a bit days. 
 


